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PROPERTY TAXES

FUNDING EDUCATION THROUGH PROPERTY TAXES IS INEQUITABLE

BACKGROUND SUMMARY:
Property taxes are the biggest wedge of the local funding pie. The bulk of property value in a district tends to come from residential properties, though commercial property can be a powerful—and under-discussed—contributor to education coffers. School districts set their tax rates each October, but if they want to set it above a certain ceiling, they must get voter approval.

FINDINGS SNAPSHOT:

+ The Foundation Formula is supposed to fill the gaps left by uneven local funding. But the strong, positive relationship between the property wealth in a district and the local and state revenue it receives suggests the Formula is not working.

+ This is partly because of the vast difference in property wealth in our region: the median assessed value of the property in majority White districts is $181,899/student compared to $97,751 in majority Black districts.

+ To make up for their lower property values, majority Black districts tend to have higher tax levy ceilings ($4.7804 per $100 of assessed value on average vs. $4.2732)—meaning their residents voted to tax themselves more heavily, despite having about half the income (median of $41,107 vs. $79,729).

+ But even with higher taxes, majority Black districts don’t come close to raising what White wealthy districts can raise at the local level.

SELECTED NEXT STEPS

→ Grow broad community understanding of the structural inequities in the St. Louis regional education landscape including the practice of directly infusing property taxes into school districts without redistribution and awareness of alternative models.

→ Grow next-level education partnerships to organize and strategize on equity-centered advocacy to redesign education funding and accountability mechanisms, including local allocation of property taxes.

→ In partnership with diverse stakeholders, identify statewide advocacy targets. Potential options include redistributing local funds before infusing them into school districts drawing from existing, successful models in other regions, including pooling property taxes by county.
In the previous section, we learned how overall funding for education varies widely across the 28 districts in St. Louis City and St. Louis County, despite a state funding model that is intended to even things out. We hinted in that section at what we will more fully discuss now: that variability is driven by funding variations at the local level because of huge variability, in turn, in the value of the property contained within districts.

To back up a step, though: “local” sources of funding actually refer to multiple potential pots of money. By far, the largest of those pots is property taxes, but other local sources include a one cent statewide sales tax as a result of Proposition C and other revenue streams. In this section, we will focus on property taxes because, as explained, it dominates the local funding pool of money.

Most Missourians pay property taxes. We pay taxes on real estate we may own—houses, commercial buildings, farms if we have one. We pay taxes on our stuff, including personal property like cars, boats, or farming equipment. Each of those types of properties is assessed at a different rate set by the state, with commercial property assessed higher than residential or agricultural (32% vs. 19% vs. 12%). Every so often, we get a notice that our property taxes are due. Many of us feel better about writing those checks knowing that at least some of the dollars we’re handing over are going to a worthy cause, like education.

Among the taxing authorities who set their taxing rates each October are school districts; libraries; and ambulance, fire, and light districts. Those rates are subject to ceilings or maximums set by state law that allow for cost of living adjustments or increases approved by voters. These rates are applied to the assessed value of a person’s properties. If that home is in a district with a 5.0% tax rate for residential properties, then the homeowner would owe $5.00 for every $100 of assessed value, or $950, that would be earmarked for their school district.
While school districts have some discretion over the rate they set every fall, if they want to raise it above a certain point, they have to get voter approval. Chances are you’ve heard of, maybe even voted on, various measures to raise more funding for education. Occasionally these measures are statewide, but usually they take the form of local ballot measures to allow the district to raise its property tax rate or to issue a bond that allows a district to borrow money for certain large purchases (e.g., purchasing land, constructing new buildings, etc.) Maplewood Richmond Heights, Brentwood, Webster Groves, Francis Howell, and Wentzville school districts all successfully passed bond issues recently. Tax levies are less common, though Wentzville, Maplewood Richmond Heights and Webster Groves are among the districts that have passed tax increases in the past 10 years.

How effective those tax increases are depends, of course, on the value of the property being taxed. Here we run into at least two issues that greatly impede equitable local fundraising capacity. First, because of a long history of policymaking designed to concentrate wealth and whiteness have experienced decades of disinvestment and, as a result, their property values have stagnated or fallen. We’ve all heard of the Delmar Divide, where palatial homes on the south side of the street gaze upon poverty to the north. Second, some school districts benefit from higher numbers of profitable businesses who pay higher taxes (business property is taxed at the highest rate—32% compared to 19% for residential property).

WHAT WE LOOKED AT

**DEMOGRAPHICS**
SOURCE: AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY-EDUCATION 2014-2018

**MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME**
MEDIAN ANNUAL INCOME FOR ALL HOUSEHOLDS IN A GIVEN DISTRICT IN 2018-2019

**DISTRICT OPERATING TAX RATE**
SOURCE: MO DESE

**TAX RATE CEILING FOR OPERATING FUNDS**
The maximum tax rate a district could levy in 2018-2019 to cover all operating expenses (not debt collection)

**TOTAL ADJUSTED TAX RATE FOR OPERATING FUNDS**
The actual effective tax rate levied in 2018-2019 to cover all operating expenses (not debt collection)

**PROPERTY VALUES**

**ASSESSED VALUATION**
The assessed value of all taxed property in a district in 2018-19 taking into consideration the different state-level taxing rates for different types of property (e.g., commercial property, residential property, agricultural property, etc.)

**ASSESSED VALUATION OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY**
The assessed value of commercial property only.

**ASSESSED VALUATION PER STUDENT**

**MEDIAN HOME VALUE**
MEDIAN HOME VALUE IN 2018
SOURCE: AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY, 2014-2018

**DISTRICT REVENUE**
SOURCE: DISTRICT COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS (CAFRS)

**TOTAL REVENUE PER STUDENT FROM LOCAL + STATE SOURCES**
Funding received from local sources in 2018-19 divided by 2018-2019 enrollment + funding received from the state in 2018-2019 divided by 2018-2019 enrollment.

Note: Each of the indicators were examined by district as well as for majority White and majority Black districts. These classifications were made using 2018-2019 enrollment data from the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (MO DESE).
WHAT WE FOUND

The Foundation Formula is supposed to fill the gaps left by the unevenness of local funding for education. But it’s not working. If it was, we wouldn’t see a strong, positive relationship between the property wealth in a district (its “assessed valuation per student”) and the local and state revenue it receives.

One reason why we see this pattern is because wealth varies so much that the state can’t even things out.

MEDIAN ASSESSED VALUE PER STUDENT IN 2018-19

$97,751 MAJORITY BLACK DISTRICTS
$181,899 MAJORITY WHITE DISTRICTS

The majority White school district with the greatest property wealth (Clayton - $428,446/student) has $173,117 more in assessed property value per student than the majority Black school district with the greatest property wealth (U City - $255,329/student).

The greater property wealth in majority White districts comes from both residential and commercial properties that are worth more.

MEDIAN HOME VALUE IN 2018-19

$91,400 MAJORITY BLACK DISTRICTS
$215,700 MAJORITY WHITE DISTRICTS

Majority White districts are more likely to be home to vibrant commercial districts that contribute property taxes at higher rates than residential properties.

CLAYTON
$428,446 HIGHEST PROPERTY WEALTH PER STUDENT IN MAJORITY WHITE DISTRICT

UNIVERSITY CITY
$255,329 HIGHEST PROPERTY WEALTH PER STUDENT IN MAJORITY BLACK DISTRICT

$173,117 MORE AVERAGE PROPERTY WEALTH PER STUDENT IN CLAYTON VS. UNIVERSITY CITY
Consider this thought experiment: with a 4.4632% school district tax rate, the median household in Kirkwood pays about $2,900, or about 2.9% of their income, in taxes to their school district. For the median household in Jennings to pay a similar amount, the district would have to bump its tax rate up from 5.3889%—already one of the highest in the region—to over 22%, which works out to 9.1% of median household income. It’s just not possible. And the state Foundation Formula isn’t adequately correcting for that fact.

The greater property wealth in many majority White school districts means they can raise enough money without taxing themselves as much as property-poorder districts.

To raise the maximum property tax they can levy (i.e., the “tax rate ceiling”) above a certain point, districts need voter approval. Majority Black districts tend to have higher tax ceilings (4.7804 vs. 4.2732)—meaning their residents voted to tax themselves more heavily, despite having about half the income on average.

Majority Black districts are also more likely to be close to hitting their tax ceilings. And again, since incomes in these districts are lower, paying these amounts in taxes hurts more.

But at the end of the day, even if they tax themselves more, the property in majority Black districts just isn’t worth enough to even come close to the revenues generated in wealthier, Whiter districts.
THERE IS A STRONG, POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPERTY WEALTH AND STATE + LOCAL EDUCATION FUNDING EVEN THOUGH THERE SHOULDN’T BE

Directly funding education through property taxes without any meaningful redistribution is inequitable. This is not a statement of opinion; it is a statement of fact. The Foundation Formula was developed with the stated aim of correcting for this fact. But there’s what policymakers said they wanted the Formula to do and then there’s what they actually built it to do, and those things are very different. As we asserted in the previous section, in so many ways (e.g., hold harmless provisions, treatment of high-need student populations, the way the formula determines the cost of education, etc.) the Foundation Formula is doing exactly what it was structured to do: give White wealthy districts an unneeded boost.

We can see that same trend from a new vantage point if we look at the relationship between the value of all the property within a district’s boundaries (as measured in its “assessed valuation per student”) compared to the district’s local and state revenue per student. If the Foundation Formula was working to ensure adequacy, we would expect to see a negative relationship between these two variables: districts with lower property wealth would get more funding because their students are more likely to be costly to educate.

Short of this, we might expect to see essentially no relationship between assessed value and local + state funding, which would suggest that, holding the extra costs of educating low income students aside, state funding was bringing poorer districts up to parity with wealthier districts. In practice, we see neither of these things. Instead, we see the opposite of what we should see if equity was centered: there is a strong positive relationship between property wealth and state + local funding for education.

Districts with more wealth to draw on put more dollars into their classrooms. Again, this is partly because the Foundation Formula was poorly built to execute on its theoretical mission. Another part of it, though, is that there is vast variability in wealth from district-to-district, and state funding can’t smooth that out because there simply isn’t enough of it.

MAJORITY WHITE DISTRICTS HAVE MUCH GREATER RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTY WEALTH

The median assessed property value for majority Black districts is $97,751 per student. For majority White districts, it’s almost two times higher, at $181,899. The majority White school district with the greatest property wealth (Clayton at $428,446/student) has $173,117 more in assessed property value per student than the majority Black school district with the greatest property wealth (U City at $255,329/student).

The greater property wealth in majority White districts is driven primarily by both residential and commercial properties that are worth more. For example, the median home in majority White districts is worth $215,700, while in majority Black districts it’s worth $91,400. We weren’t able to find data on commercial wealth for all the districts we studied, but we were able to find some, mostly through the notices, like this one from Rockwood46 in 2019, that districts have to put out before levying taxes. We wondered how commercial property values fit into the overall local funding pie from one district to another. Keep in mind that commercial
property is assessed at 32% compared to 19% for residential property, so, we reasoned, districts with vigorous business presences have a sizable advantage over districts that do not.

**LET’S LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE OF BRENTWOOD COMPARED TO RIVERVIEW GARDENS**

Tucked in North County, beleaguered Riverview Gardens covers an area of 9.3 square miles. Brentwood, one of the four school districts in the city of Richmond Heights, is smaller, at 2.1 square miles. However, Brentwood punches above its weight when it comes to business activity. Trader Joes, Target, Whole Foods, Dierbergs, Best Buy, and many others can all be found within a quarter mile radius of one another. Anyone who has been to the Target in the Promenade at Brentwood on a Saturday knows all too well just how busy that shopping area is.

That’s a big part of why, in 2018, nearly 35% ($110,588,460) of Brentwood’s assessed valuation of $317,262,750 came from commercial property. By contrast, 13.6% ($26,812,490) of Riverview Gardens’ $198,924,110 of assessed value came from commercial property. The assessed value of the commercial property in Brentwood is more than four times higher than in Riverview Gardens, even though Riverview Gardens is nearly five times bigger in geographic size.

The kicker is this: in 2018, Riverview Gardens enrolled 5,310 students. That same year, Brentwood enrolled 784 students. The massive commercial property wealth represented by all those stores is funneled into education benefits for less than 800 students, most of them White and upper-middle class. Put another way, Brentwood had $141,056 of assessed commercial property value per student, over 28 times more than the $5,049 per student in Riverview Gardens. A similar pattern plays out in Clayton, which is home to the Galleria; Kirkwood (West County mall); and many other majority White districts that benefit from thriving businesses that people come from all over the region to use.

Right about now would be a good time to start reflecting (if you weren’t already) on why those thriving businesses are where they are, what was there before them, and why there are so many fewer such businesses in low-income majority Black districts. We’ll circle back around to that in Section 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRENTWOOD</th>
<th>RIVERVIEW GARDENS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.1</strong> SQUARE MILES</td>
<td><strong>9.3</strong> SQUARE MILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$110,588,460 ASSESSED VALUATION</td>
<td>$141,056 ASSESSED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM COMMERCIAL PROPERTY</td>
<td>VALUE PER STUDENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>784</strong> ENROLLED STUDENTS IN 2018</td>
<td><strong>5,310</strong> ENROLLED STUDENTS IN 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26,812,490 ASSESSED COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>$5,049 ASSESSED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTY VALUE PER STUDENT</td>
<td>VALUE PER STUDENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MAJORITY BLACK DISTRICTS TEND TO PAY HIGHER TAXES

The greater property wealth in many majority White school districts means they can raise enough money without taxing themselves as much as property-poorer districts. To raise the maximum property tax they can levy (i.e., the “tax rate ceiling”) above a certain point, districts need voter approval. Majority Black districts tend to have higher tax ceilings ($4.7804 per $100 of assessed value vs. $4.2732) meaning their residents voted to tax themselves more heavily, despite having about half the income on average. Majority Black districts are also, on average, closer to hitting their tax ceilings. And again, since incomes in these districts are lower, paying these amounts in taxes hurts more. But at the end of the day, even if they tax themselves more, the property in majority Black districts just isn’t worth enough to even come close to the revenues generated in wealthier, Whiter districts.

Consider this final thought experiment: with a 4.4632% school district tax rate, the median household in Kirkwood pays about $2,900, or about 2.9% of their income, in taxes to their school district. For the median household in Jennings to pay a similar amount, the district would have to bump its tax rate up from 5.3889%—already one of the highest in the region—to over 22%, which works out to 9.1% of median household income. It’s just not feasible (it’s also not allowed by state law). And the state Foundation Formula wasn’t built to adequately correct for that fact.

RESOURCES FOR LEARNING MORE ABOUT THESE TOPICS

- Missouri. 2020. By the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
- Real Estate Assessment and Property Taxation. 2011. By David Stokes, Christine Harbin, and Josh Smith of The Show-Me Institute.
- Why America’s Schools Have a Money Problem. 2016. By NPR.
READ THE VISIONS FOR EDUCATION EQUITY OF THESE REAL ST. LOUIS FAMILIES ONLINE AT WWW.STILLUNEQUAL.ORG